Morphometric analysis of thoracic muscles in wildtype and in bithorax Drosophila.
The tergotrochanteral (TTM) "jump" muscles in the second (T2) and third (T3) thoracic segments of the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, were analyzed morphologically and morphometrically in wildtype (Canton-S) and bithorax mutants (abx bx3 pbx/Df(3R)P2). In the transformed T3 segments of mutant flies, the TTMs were greatly increased in fiber number (330% of wildtype), length (141%), and volume (460%), thus manifesting both hyperplasia and hypertrophy. In contrast, TTMs in the "untransformed" T2 segments of mutant flies were both hypoplastic and hypotrophic, in that significant decreases in fiber number (93% of wildtype), length (90%), and volume (80%) were observed. Two relationships emerged from analysis of the morphometric data: 1) Although the fiber numbers and volumes of the transformed T3 TTMs in bithorax flies were greatly increased, the total combined volumes of the TTMs in T2 + T3 remained approximately the same in bithorax compared to wildtype flies. 2) The changes in TTM volumes in bithorax flies compared to those in wildtype were proportional to the relative changes in fiber numbers times the relative changes in muscle lengths. These observations suggest that the genes of the bithorax complex influence the number and the length of tubular muscles fibers of the TTMs, but do not significantly affect the mean cross-sectional areas of these fibers. Fibrillar muscle fibers, which are not found at all in T3 segments in wildtype flies, were observed in the transformed T3 segments of bithorax mutants in 11 of 18 cases (61%), but typically as wisps, not in complete muscles. We suggest that, in the T3 segment of the bithorax flies, the relative differences between the massive transformation of tubular TTMs vs. the minimal appearance of fibrillar muscles may be related, in part, to the relative availability of muscle precursors.